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A numerical study into the influence of quantum dot size
on the sub-bandgap interband photocurrent in intermediate
band solar cells
Alexander Mellor, Antonio Luque, Ignacio Tobı´as, and Antonio Martı´
Instituto de Energı´a Solar, Universidad Polite´cnica de Madrid, 28040 Madrid, Spain
(Received 8 November 2012; accepted 4 February 2013; published online 8 February 2013)
A numerical study is presented of the sub-bandgap interband photon absorption in
quantum dot intermediate band solar cells. Absorption coefficients and photocur-
rent densities are calculated for the valence band to intermediate band transitions
using a four-band k · p method. It is found that reducing the quantum dot width in
the plane perpendicular to the growth direction increases the photocurrent from the
valence band to the intermediate-band ground state if the fractional surface cover-
age of quantum dots is conserved. This provides a path to increase the sub-bandgap
photocurrent in intermediate band solar cells. Copyright 2013 Author(s). This ar-
ticle is distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4792598]
I. INTRODUCTION
The intermediate band solar cell (IBSC) is a high efficiency solar cell concept whose detailed
balance efficiency limit has been calculated as 63%,1 to be compared to the Schockly-Queisser limit
of 41%2 for conventional single-bandgap solar cells (both values have been calculated assuming
maximum light concentration and treating the sun as a blackbody at 6000 K). The concept is based
on the introduction of an intermediate band (IB) between the valence band (VB) and conduction
band (CB) of a semiconductor. The IB allows an increase in photocurrent via a two sub-bandgap
photon absorption process in which one photon promotes an electron from the VB to the IB and
another promotes an electron from the IB to the CB, creating a single electron-hole pair.
IBSCs have been realized in which the IB is constituted by the ground state energy levels of
InAs quantum dots (QDs) in a GaAs matrix.3–8 The bandgaps of this system are not optimal, but it
has allowed the basic principles of IB operation to be proven.9, 10 These devices suffer from weak
sub-bandgap absorption.11, 12
In previous works, a model was presented for the numerical study of the intraband (IB-CB)13, 14
and interband (VB-IB)15, 16 transitions in InAs/GaAs QDs, providing a formula for calculating bound
state energy levels and absorption coefficients. In a recent letter, this model was applied to studying
the effect of decreasing the QD size on the IB energy levels and IB-CB photocurrent.17 It was argued
that reducing the width from 16 nm to 10 nm could be desirable in two respects. Firstly, at this
QD width, all excited states are removed from the forbidden band of the matrix material. Recent
calculations18 have shown that the presence of these excited states is responsible for the measured12
carrier escape between the IB and the CB. This carrier escape ultimately inhibits the splitting of
the IB and CB quasi Fermi levels and thus prevents QD-IBSCs from simultaneously achieving
high sub-bandgap photocurrents and high open circuit voltages11 (it should be noted that high open
circuit voltages have been achieved in similar systems by some authors,8 but not simultaneously with
strong sub-bandgap absorption). Secondly, the IB-CB photocurrent was predicted to be significantly
increased for a width of 10 nm as opposed to 16 nm.
In this work, we complete the picture by studying the effect of reducing the QD size on the VB-IB
absorption coefficients and photocurrent. As before, we take as a benchmark the QD parameters of the
fabricated QD-IBSC presented and characterised in,12, 19 in which it is named SB and S3 respectively.
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This system consisted of a 30-layer stack of In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs, with a surface density of 4 × 1010
cm-2, grown on a GaAs substrate. The QDs had the shape of truncated quadrangular pyramids with
dimensions of 16 × 16 × 6 nm3. These have been modelled as square based parallelepipeds in this
and the aforementioned numerical studies. All calculations performed in this work are based on this
QD layer stack and the only parameters varied are the QD dimensions. Further details of the growth
conditions of reals samples can be found in the aforementioned references.
II. CALCULATION METHOD
The calculations made in this work employ a multi-band k · p method.20 The eigenstate wave-
functions are expressed as
 (r) =
∑
v
uv,0 (r) v (r) (1)
where ν is the band index and uν,0 (r) are the involutes, which are the exact solutions of the time-
independent Schro¨dinger equation at the  point (k = 0) for the zincblende crystal structure in the
absence of the QD. ν (r, t) is the envelope function, which is found by solution of the multiband
effective mass equation ∑
v
Hvv′ (−i∇) v (r) + U (r) v (r) = Ev (r) (2)
where E is the energy eigenvalue and U (r) is the mesoscopically varying potential: that caused by
the QD. The periodically varying part of the potential is accounted for in the Hamiltonian Hvv′ .This
analytical Hamiltonian can be found in the literature.20
In our model, we consider four bands: the conduction band (cb), light-hole band (lh), heavy-
hole band (hh) and split-off band (so), the latter three constituting the valence band (VB). In each
band, each state is doubly degenerated with up and down spin. The analytical Hamiltonian, when
truncated in the four-band approximation, produces energy eigenvalues that are inconsistent with
experimental data. We therefore employ a modified empirical Hamiltonian, whose eigenvalues
are determined by the experimental effective masses (in substitution of the more commonly used
Luttinger parameters), but whose eigenvectors are the same as those of the analytical Hamiltonian.
In doing so, we implicitly take into account spin-orbit coupling effects that were ignored in our
choice of the analytical Hamiltonian. This empirical Hamiltonian was first presented in Ref. 15 and
further modified in Ref. 16 to take account of symmetry considerations; we use the Hamiltonian
found in the latter reference. The Hamiltonian is diagonalized so that Equation (2) becomes four
decoupled equations; one for each band.
The QD is modelled as a square-based parallelepiped of width ax and height az (z is normal to
the solar-cell faces and parallel to the growth direction of the QDs). U (r ) is modelled as a square
potential well for the CB and a square potential pedestal for the VB bands (lh, hh and so). Under
these conditions, Equation (2) is solved using a separation of the x , y and z variables yielding
solutions for the envelope functions that are indexed by the band index v (cb, lh, hh and so) and
three quantum numbers
(
nx , ny, nz
)
, these being respectively the index of the constituting one-
dimensional functions in the x , y and z variables. Each solution is projected back onto the involutes
using the transformation matrix used to make the diagonalization (for details, see Refs. 15 and 16).
The absorption coefficient for a photon absorption in a transition between two states i and j is
αi→ j = 2π
2q2e
nchε0
F Nl
4a2x
|〈i |r · ε| j 〉|2 fi (1 − f j ) (3)
where n is the refractive index of the medium (taken to be that of the GaAs matrix), f and f ′ are
the Fermi factors respectively describing the probability of occupation of the initial and final states,
ε is the unit polarization vector of the photon, F is the fractional coverage of the xy plane with QDs
and Nl is the number of QD layers per unit length in the z direction. All other symbols have their
usual definitions or have been defined previously. In this work, as the QD width ax is varied, F and
Nl assume fixed values of 0.1 and 125 000 cm-1 respectively; these being the measured values in
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Refs. 12 and 19. This implies that, as the width is reduced, the volume density of QDs remains fixed
and the number density of QDs increases as 1/a2.We assume unpolarized normally incident light;
thus, we take the time average of x and y polarizations such that
|〈|r · ε|′〉|2 = 1
2
|〈|x|′〉|2 + 1
2
|〈|y|′〉|2 (4)
The band edge offsets between the GaAs matrix and InAs QD are taken to be 0.473 eV in the CB,
0.210 eV in the hh and lh bands and 0.339 eV in the so band. The band gap of GaAs is taken to be
1.42 eV.
It should be noted that this model is simpler than others that appear in the Literature.15, 21 It
allows us to perform parameter sweeps without the need for large computing capacity, as is done
in this work. The method has been used to model the QD array presented in Refs. 12 and 19 has
reproduced the measured internal quantum efficiency with good accuracy.15, 16 We consider this good
agreement to be a confirmation of its efficacy.
In previous numerical studies, it has been assumed that all VB states have a Fermi factor f = 1,
the IB ground state has f = 0.5 and all other IB states and CB states have f = 0. In this study, we
prefer to make no comment on the occupancy of the states and instead define the quantity αmax such
that
αi→ j := αmaxi→ j fi (1 − f j ) (5)
αmax represents the strength of the transition, which can later be modified by the occupancies. It is
the quantity that would be the starting point for a realistic detailed balance study.18
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1(a) (left) shows a simplified spatial band diagram for a 16 × 16 × 6 nm3 QD with the
other relevant parameters as defined above. Horizontal lines represent confined state energy levels:
blue for conduction band (CB) states, magenta for heavy holes (hh), red for light holes (lh) and
green for split-off band (so) states. Within the CB potential well, there are three distinct bound-state
energy levels, which are separated from the rest of the CB states. Within this study, these are referred
to as IB states (although it should be noted that they are CB states modified by the presence of the
QD). The bound states whose energy is above the matrix CB band edge (so-called virtual bound
states (VBSs)) are here considered part of the device CB. The VB potential pedestal contains a near
continuum of hh states, due to their high effective mass. Due to the close packing of these states, they
are considered not as a separate band but as an extension of the device VB into the forbidden band.
Note that some CB and so VBSs that extend deep into the respective bands are not shown in this
figure or in later figures. Note that IB(2,1,1) actually refers to the degenerate pair IB(2,1,1)/IB(1,2,1).
We are interested in the net contribution of transitions from all VB (hh, lh and so) states to each
individual IB state. An absorption coefficient has been calculated for each final IB state by
αmaxV B→ j =
∑
iε all V B states
αmaxi→ j (6)
where i denotes the initial and j the final state. The absorption coefficients are plotted in Figure 1(a)
(right) for all final IB states. Although in each case the absorption coefficient sums contributions
from the 169 VB states, distinct peaks can be seen pertaining to a few dominant transitions. Taking
αmaxV B→IB(1,1,1) as an example, the dominant transitions are those from the hh (1,1,1), hh(4,1,1),
hh(6,1,1) and lh (2,1,1) states (the latter three have degenerate counterparts hh(1,4,1), hh(1,6,1) and
lh (1,2,1), which make an equal contribution). Each peak in the absorption curve is labelled with the
corresponding initial state and these transitions are shown as black arrows in Figure 1(a) (left). The
shown αmaxV B→IB(2,1,1) is actually the sum of the absorption coefficients for the degenerate final states
IB(2,1,1) and IB(1,2,1). This absorption coefficient is larger than the others due to this degeneracy.
An absorption coefficient has also been calculated for the sum of the bound-state VB to bound-state
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FIG. 1. Results for QD dimensions of (a) 16 × 16 × 6 nm3, (b) 10 × 10 × 6 nm3, (c) 8 × 8 × 6 nm3. Left: Band diagrams
showing the band offsets and bound state energy levels. The CB, hh and lh band edges are shown as solid grey lines (the
hh and lh band edges coincide). The so band edge is shown as a dashed grey line. Arrows denote the dominant transitions
whose final state is the IB(1,1,1) state. These arrows are labelled with the initial state of the transition. Right: absorption
coefficients (as defined in Equations (5) and (6)) for the net transitions from all VB states to a single IB state. The final IB
state for each curve is shown in the figure legends. Peaks in the VB-IB(1,1,1) absorption coefficient are labelled with their
initial state in the VB; these labels correspond to the arrows in the left figures. The absorption coefficient for bound-bound
VB-CB transitions is also shown as defined in Equation (7). The absorption plots include photon energies up to the GaAs
bandgap. Photons with greater energy are assumed to be absorbed by the emitter before reaching the QD stack.
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FIG. 2. Dashed curves: matrix element squared per QD (〈|r · ε|′〉2). Solid curves: matrix element squared per unit area
of QD array (〈|r · ε|′〉2a−2x ). From top to bottom, the initial states of the transition are hh(2,1,1), hh(4,1,1), hh(6,1,1) and
lh(2,1,1). The final state is IB(1,1,1) in all cases. Each quantity has been normalised by the value it takes for a QD width of
16 nm. The QD height is kept constant at 6 nm.
CB transitions by
αmaxV B→C B =
∑
j ε all C B states
αmaxV B→ j (7)
where the sum over CB states does not include the IB states. This is also shown in the figure.
The calculations have been repeated for a 10 × 10 × 6 nm3 QD (ax = 10 nm) and for
an 8 × 8 × 6 nm3 QD (ax = 8 nm). The results are shown in Figure 1(b) and 1(c). Note that
Figure 1(c) has a break in the y scale to allow all graphs to be plotted with the same scaling. For
these dimensions, there is only a single IB energy level. This result has been presented in previous
work concerning the IB-CB transitions and the possible benefits of such a configuration are discussed
therein.17 Regarding the VB-IB transitions, some further observations can be made. Firstly, there is
a general increase in the absorption coefficient on decreasing the QD width. This is discussed in the
following paragraph. Secondly, the absorption peaks move to higher energy due to the bound states
moving deeper into their respective bands. This is most pronounced for the transition whose initial
state is lh(2,1,1). Finally, for the 10 × 10 × 6 nm3 QD, the hh(6,1,1) absorption peak is no longer
present, and, for the 8 × 8 × 6 nm3 QD, the lh(2,1,1) absorption peak is no longer present. This is
due to the disappearance of the respective states in the VB at these QD widths. This will have some
negative effect on the overall VB-IB photocurrent, as shall be seen later in this letter.
It was observed in the previous paragraph that there is a tendency for the absorption coefficient
to increase with decreasing QD width. This is similar to a result presented in previous work17
for the IB-CB transition. Both results require some qualification. The results have been obtained
under the assumption that the fractional coverage of the growth plane with QDs remains a constant
F = 0.1. This implies that the number of QDs per unit area (and volume) changes as a−2x . Hence
a lower QD width implies more QDs. In Figure 2, we show, for certain important transitions, the
matrix element |〈|r · ε|′〉|2 (dashed curves) and the matrix element divided by the QD area in the
growth plane |〈|r · ε|′〉|2a−2x (solid curves). The former is proportional to the transition strength
per QD and the latter is proportional to the transition strength per unit area of the QD array. Each
quantity is normalised to the value it takes for a QD width of 16 nm. It can be seen that the transition
strength per dot can either increase or decrease as a function of the QD width, depending on the
transition. However, in no case does the transition strength decrease faster than a2x on decreasing the
QD size, hence the obtained result.
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FIG. 3. the net absorbed photocurrent density for transitions from all VB states to a single IB state as a function of the
QD width. The final IB state for each curve is specified in the figure legend. Also plotted is the total sub-bandgap absorbed
photocurrent density, which is the sum of all interband transitions from VB states to IB and CB states. Only transitions
excited by photons below the GaAs bandgap energy are consider in all cases. The QD height is kept constant at 6 nm.
For each final IB state, an absorbed photocurrent density has been calculated by
jmaxph,V B→j =
∫
E<1.42 eV
qe	B B,TS
(
1 − exp (−αmaxV B→ j W )) d E (8)
where W = 2.4 μm is thickness of the QD stack (corresponding the aforementioned 30 layer stack
detailed in Refs. 12,19) and 	B B,TS is the photon flux incident from the sun, modelled to be blackbody
radiation at 5762 K without concentration (if concentration were included, the calculated current
density would simply increase linearly with increased concentration factor under the assumptions of
the model). A cut-off energy of 1.42 eV (the band gap energy of GaAs) is used because all photons
with greater energy are assumed to be absorbed in the GaAs layer that is above the QD stack. The
superscript max denotes that this is the value without correction for the occupancies of each state;
this value therefore represents a maximum. Usually the occupancy of the IB(1,1,1) state causes the
current it absorbs to be reduced by half, whereas no reduction is expected for the other states.
jmaxph,V B→j is plotted for all final IB states as a function of the QD width in Figure 3. For smaller
QDs, the IB(2,1,1) and IB(2,2,1) states are pushed into the matrix CB energy range and cease to be
IB states; hence, these curves do no continue over the whole range. Also plotted is the total sub-
bandgap jmaxph , which is the sum of all interband transitions from the VB that are below the cut-off
energy (note that, since the VB potential pedestal extends into the forbidden band, this includes not
only transitions to IB states but also to some CB states). The tendency is for the total sub-bandgap
absorbed photocurrent to decrease with decreasing QD width. This is due to the energy of the
constituent transitions being pushed above the cut-off energy. However, for the individual IB(1,1,1)
and IB(2,1,1) final states, there is a tendency for the photocurrent density to increase on decreasing
the QD width as a result of the increasing magnitude of the absorption coefficients. Looking at
jmaxph,V B→IB(1,1,1), there are sharp drops in the curve going from right to left. These each correspond
to an initial state that has ceased to exist. The drops at widths of 12, 9 and 7 nm correspond to
the disappearance of the hh(6,1,1), lh(2,1,1) and hh(4,1,1) states respectively. In our previous work,
the 10 × 10 × 6 nm3 QD was identified as being promising from a viewpoint of IB energy levels
and IB-CB photocurrent. Figure 3 suggests it may be a promising candidate from a viewpoint of
VB-IB photocurrent as well. Of course such a model may not predict accurately where exactly
the peak around the 10 nm width may lie; however, one can make the qualitative deduction that
an engineer of QD arrays for IBSCs should not make the QD so small as to make the lh(2,1,1)
state disappear. It should be observed that the disappearance of the IB(2,1,1) and IB(2,2,1) states
(dashed and dotted lines) corresponds to a decrease in the overall photocurrent received by the IB;
however, the disappearance of these states is desirable from the point of view of maintaining a high
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open-circuit voltage, as has been discussed in previous work. Further studies are required to identify
the overall optimum configuration in this respect.
Despite a relative enhancement of around 2.5 between the peak in jmaxph,V B→IB(1,1,1) at 10 nm
and the benchmark value at 16 nm, the absorbed photocurrent remains extremely low. To achieve
a viable QD-IBSC, significant further absorption enhancements will be necessary, perhaps through
increasing the number of QD layers and/or photon management techniques.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, reduction of the QD width will increase the IB ground state absorption if the
fractional surface coverage is conserved. Careful engineering is necessary for optimising this effect,
i.e., taking care that certain states in the VB do not disappear. This adds to the number of possibilities
for increasing the QD density that may lead to improved IB current, such as increasing the fractional
QD coverage by, e.g., using higher index substrates,22 and increasing the number of QD layers.
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